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When Omi returned home, he immediately began to test and took ten low grade immortal grasses.

Then he began to vomit, and soon the ten immortal grasses were digested.

Omi immediately felt the Immortal Machine value in his mind.

“18.”

The Immortal Machine value in his mind didn’t change in the slightest, or, there was a change, but the
change was only 0.00000 several, such a small change could be ignored, unless Omi finished taking ten
thousand strains of low grade Immortal Grass, and was able to increase the Immortal Machine value by
one point.

And Omi 10,000 strains of immortal grass to take all of them, there was no telling how long it would
take.

“f*ck, waste of energy, waste of expression, waste of time.”Omi burned the remaining 9,990 strains of
low-grade immortal grass in anger, and if he really wanted to eat the 10,000 strains of low-grade
immortal grass, Omi would have to become a herbivore.

“It seems that we still have to find high grade Immortal Pills.But a high grade immortal medicine, how
can it be so easy to obtain.”

Omi left the Zhou residence and came to the courtyard he had bought before, where Mu Qianji and the
others were cultivating in this small separate courtyard, and their goal was to try to reach paragon
immortal as soon as possible.

“Qianji, Tang Huan, Yu Xi, Little Fire.”Omi shouted a few times.

“Brother Chen, what are you doing here.”Little Fire was the first to run out. One second to remember
to read the book

“I came to check on you guys, how have you been.”Omi asked, Omi hadn’t seen them for over half a
month.

“We’ve been cultivating ah, there’s plenty of aura here, there’s still the occasional immortal energy,
and we have an immortal cultivation method, so we’re cultivating very fast.If you hadn’t suddenly
come, we’d plan to shut down for a few years and only exit when we’ve struck a quasi-immortal.”.

“Looks like I’m the one who’s bothering you, well, until you become quasi-immortals, I won’t bother
you.”

“Brother Minister, you’ve come, don’t you want to sit down?”

At that moment, the rest of the group came out.



“Is something wrong?”Mu Qianji was busy asking.

“Nothing, just came to see you guys, alright, you guys go on with your retreat, I’ll leave you alone.”

Omi left shortly after, returning to the Zhou residence.

Omi felt a bit lonely by himself.

Although Omi had memories of his previous life, but in his previous life, Omi didn’t even have a single
friend.

At this time, Zhou Tie came.

“Mi’er.”

“Uh, what is it that Lord Father wants?”Omi was busy asking.

“Mi’er, were you on the street this morning and defeated His Highness Prince Yuncheng?”

“Yeah, that guy probably wants to take revenge for that Yun You last time, but unfortunately, it
wasn’t my opponent.As you know, it seems that this matter spreads fast, but this time I didn’t beat
Cloud City’s face again, so there should be no more trouble.”

“Trouble is no trouble, but you defeated the prince twice in a row, which really made every member of
the royal family feel disgraced, I’m sure the royal people won’t stop here.”

“So, I’ll have constant trouble after that until one day I get beaten by one of the princes of the royal
family and the matter will not stop.”

“Yes.”

“It’s a boring day, they’re not tired of it, I’m very tired of it.Tell me, Father-sama, what it will take so
that no one will bother me.”Omi asked.

&n

bsp; Zhou Tie said, “There’s only one way to make the prince stop looking for you, and that’s to let all
the princes know that among their peers, they are not your opponent, so that they won’t come looking
for you again.”

“But how do I make all the princes know that among their peers, they are not my opponents?”

“The Yunluo Immortal Country has a genius list, so if you challenge someone on the genius list, you’ll
be included on the genius list, and when those princes who aren’t powerful enough learn about it, they
naturally won’t dare to come looking for you.”

“Makes sense.”

“Mi’er, there’s one more thing that I’m not sure if you’re interested in knowing.”

“Please say.”



“Anyone who enters the top three of the genius list will have the opportunity to interview Princess
Yun Meng for her choice, and once they are chosen as Princess Yun Meng’s son-in-law, they will receive
at least ten 100 million year old immortal grasses as a dowry.”

“One hundred million year old immortal grasses?I’ll go.”Omi was shocked.

“Yes, so if you want to get it, you must become one of the top ten on the genius list, so that you have a
chance to be chosen by Princess Yun Meng.”

“Understood.”Omi was gluttonous, if Omi obtained 10 100 million year old immortal grasses, then I’m
afraid that Omi could hit the late stage of Human Immortal.

Omi asked, “Lord Father, is the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom so rich?Having so many 100 million year old
immortal grasses?”

“Of course, after all, people are an immortal country, with such a huge geographical area and such a
large population, of course they can harvest a lot of immortal grass.You have to know that the more
powerful you are, the more you can get.Nowadays, it’s almost difficult for an Immortal to raise their
Immortal rank and rely on their own cultivation, so they must rely on eating Immortal Grass.The more
immortal grass one eats, the more immortal opportunities one will accumulate, and the greater the
probability of becoming a high-ranking immortal.Other than that, there isn’t any other way.”

“Oh.”

“Of course, not everyone who eats Immortal Grass is able to improve, there is no Immortal Fate, and if
you don’t have Immortal Fate, no matter howmuch you eat, it will be a waste.But the Immortal Fate is
something that no one knows if they have it or not, and even if they really don’t, if people get the
Immortal Grass, they’ll still eat it.”

“That’s true.”

“Mi’er, my father is only a first-grade official of the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom, the immortal grass that
he can obtain is really limited, and the three million year old immortal grass that I brought to you last
time was already a considerable waste of effort for my father to obtain.If you want to obtain better
resources in the future, you must have power, and with power, you’ll have more people under you to
work for you, and your chances of obtaining treasures will be greater.”

“Understood.”

“There is a good chance right now, if you can become a man of Princess Yun Meng, you will have more
power than me, and also, you can obtain ten 100 million year old immortal grasses.If a man with a very
strong immortal destiny takes it, with these ten 100 million year old immortal grasses, he will
definitely be able to rise to a major level, for example, you are now, at the pre-human immortal
starting stage, if you take these ten strains, you might reach the middle stage of human immortality,
and it’s up to the individual at that middle stage.”

“Oh.”Omi said in his heart, if he took it, along with his Immortal Machine Spitting Method, the effect
would at least double, Omi could at least reach the late stage of Human Immortal.

Omi couldn’t fantasize anymore, the more he fantasized, the more he wanted, and, Princess Yun Meng,
Omi had a crush on her in his previous life, but unfortunately, how could he match her in his previous
life, in front of Princess Yun Meng, the former Omi was a grifter.

“Mi’er, go for it, enter the top three of the genius list first, so that you have a chance, of course,
Princess Yun Meng’s impression of you must be very bad, after all, that image of yours in your previous



life was really a bit bad, so you also need to change your image quickly.Let her know that you’re no
longer the same person you were in your previous life after you reincarnated.”
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